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Visitation Refusal: Realistic Response,
Allied or Alienation

The Intersection of Family Law and
Financial Security
by Christian Koch

T

his article introduces several themes all centering on
family law from a financial advisors perspective. One
of my first meetings with a family law attorney was
extremely insightful. Over lunch, the family law attorney
said to me “we don’t like you CDFA’s because you set our
clients expectations too high.” I thought to myself what
an interesting perspective. Could it be that most family
law attorneys hold this view? Specifically, in my divorce
planning practice we use the client’s financial position as
a starting point to develop financial scenarios based on
a proposed settlement offer. When acting as a Certified
Divorce Financial Analyst ™ professional, I view my role
as providing expert support to clients and family law
attorneys. In my view, savvy attorneys clearly recognize the
need for quality financial experts in order to help set correct
expectations. Many clients come to the party with unrealistic
expectations and they often need a financial reality check.

expert help.” Furthermore, I believe a CDFA™ professional
can be extremely helpful in the discovery process in terms
of gathering financial information and knowing the right
questions to ask in a deposition as many cases are won or
lost in this beginning stage.
The third point and most important one is having a
clear understanding of the delineation between a CDFA ™
and a (CFP®) Certified Financial Planner ™ professional. It
is important for family law practices to distinguish divorce
planning versus financial planning/investment advising.
The profession of divorce planning is not synonymous with
financial planning. Those individuals who hold themselves
out as financial planners, in most states, are required to
register as Investment Advisors. Having this dual role,
investment advisors and financial planners, creates the
effect of some form of Fiduciary standard. Whereas
individuals who practice solely as divorce planners do not
have to register with state or federal regulators because
they are not providing advice or analysis regarding
investing in securities.

The second point that is important to emphasize is
the need for humility. As a financial professional, I am
not omnipotent on all things financial. However, I see the
same need from family law attorneys. They are experts in
jurisdiction and venue issues, litigating child support and
knowing the critical issues for discovery but they are not
financial experts. In my experience, I have seen too many
family law attorneys not willing to admit they are “scared
to death” of pensions, retirement plans, benefit programs,
tax returns and evaluating other financial planning data.
In fact, one family law attorney stated to me “I have two
accounting degrees, and I even need this type of financial

When interviewing a CDFA ™ or CFP ® for a client
engagement one should consider his credentials and
qualifications. But more importantly can they fill the role
of educating the client or the court on the key issues with
compelling charts and graphs in an easy to understand,
clear and concise manner much like a college professor
would do in a classroom. Randy Kessler, partner with
Kessler & Solomiany, suggests using of the “Rule of Five”
to succinctly convey the relevant facts of a case.
Finally, when the dust has settled and the legal aspects
of the divorce are complete, one of the key benefits a
Fee-Only Certified Financial Planner ™ professional can
provide is post-divorce financial planning. This takes
the form of establishing a new financial road map for
individual clients. Establishing a post-divorce financial
framework and assisting individuals in making investment
decisions about how to invest retirement accounts and
other assets for retirement and specific capital allocation
decisions is critical for long-term financial stability and
success. FLR
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